WELCOME TO THE PLACE THAT TURNS HOSPITALITY INTO AN EVENT

London’s original Big Easy was opened by Paul Corrett in Chelsea’s King’s Road, over a quarter of a century ago.

The Canary Wharf edition keeps the good food, blues and brews but adds a versatile, eclectic venue offering state-of-the-art staging, professional sound and lighting and a dedicated events management team. Not to mention a choice of inspirational spaces and all-weather terraces, with sweeping views over the Thames and the City skyline. It is Big and it is Easy.

We’ve taken our tone from the 19th century crab shacks and Bar.B.Qs of the American Gulf Coast; easy living in a laid back atmosphere.

Hearty, home style food – smoked and sizzling – backed by ‘you’ve got it’ service, plus classic drinks and our own brews served against a background of blues and live music.

Company functions, themed client parties, product launches, networking events and major meetings. At Big Easy people come together to share experiences and build working relationships.

And chill – because relaxation is the key to discovering great ideas.

To explore the possibilities, call in and experience the Big Easy atmosphere for yourself; contact our events team today.

jane@bigeasy.co.uk
020 3841 8844
07810 895 317
GENUINE HOSPITALITY
Social entertaining the Big Easy way. Bringing people together with outstanding food, great drinks and large helpings of fun.

FLEXIBLE SPACE
Private dining, a 200-seater restaurant, outside dining terraces, warehouse bays, lounges and bar. 12,500 sq/ft - tailored to your event.

UNFORGETTABLE EVENTS
Created specifically to meet your aspirations. Delivered by an energetic, dedicated team of professionals.
TOP TEAM
Young but experienced, creative but professional, lively but cool – from the kitchen to front-of-house.

MEMORABLE
The experience, the relationships, the memories and the message will live long after the event.

GOOD FOR THE SOUL
Relaxing the Big Easy way with food and fun, brews and blues is good for the soul and great for team-building.
Intimate dining and top table meetings in a historic setting, with contemporary tech, ultra-fast broadband and 65” HD screen.
With casks of rum, craft brews, live Blues music and racy cocktails, this exclusive bar lounge is dedicated to you having fun.

The Rum Lounge comes complete with your own bar team and a private terrace, with panoramic views over Canary Wharf.
Hire one or take all three of the heated and sheltered all-weather terraces, boasting views of the London Skyline for your perfect event.
As expansive as you like or as intimate as you need.

Hire the whole space or take enough room for your event.

You can even use sliding doors to close off old-style warehouse bays – tailoring the space to suit you.
Big on quality and easy on time, our food is real home-smoked US Bar.B.Q - cooked slow over wood. Old school and simple – the real art to it is paying fine attention to our meat.

We use America USDA prime, grain-fed steaks, because they’re the best you can get.

We smoke our briskets and pork shoulders ourselves, in our own customised J&R BBQ pits. Sure, it takes between 16 and 18 hours, but ‘low and slow’ cooking guarantees melt-like-butter tenderness. So it’s worth spending the time.

We’ve also been working with the same fishermen, over in Nova Scotia, for more than 20 years. They trawl the icy waters responsibly, following the seasons to haul up the freshest, fattest lobsters that you’re ever likely to taste.
The bar stretches a full 14 metres – way over 45 feet, but the choice of drinks heads off towards infinity.

We have no less than 14 beers on tap including our own Big Easy Brew, an extensive range of bottled beers from around the world and a constantly changing role of seasonal brews.

The bar also features over 300 whiskies, both Scotch and imported brands, some of them so rare they date back to the 1800s. There are over 200 different tequilas, rums, brandies, gins and liqueurs. Our mixer menu lists seductive cocktails, X-rated shakes, boozy juices and teetotallers.
By adapting the size and shape of our venue to suit the dimensions of your event, we can impress your clients with fine, private dining or reward your staff with astronomic gastronomic feasts. We can even help you build teams with surf and turf extravaganzas made for sharing.

Talk to our dedicated events teams and you’ll find we can also create bespoke ways of really interacting with your people, bringing them together and motivating them. Masterclasses in the art of making zinging cocktails, for example. Or wine and spirit appreciation classes. Or a Bar.B.Q pit master academy session.

Contact our team now to discuss how a whole range of different Big Easy experiences will help your event achieve its objective.

jane@bigeasy.co.uk
020 384 8844
07810 895 317
We're not restricted to our own four walls – Big Easy hospitality is a moveable feast and our prime steaks, pork and seafood taste just as good in your venue, whether it's an informal office party, client meeting, major presentation or a multidelegate conference.

Our craft beers, wines, spirits and cocktails also travel well. So talk to us about hosting your next event.